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Negative Duties, Positive Duties, and the “New Harms”
A central question moral and political philosophers have asked in recent decades is
whether well-off people have moral duties to aid those deprived of basic necessities, and if so
how extensive these duties are. No one disputes that people have duties not to harm others; these
so-called “negative” duties are about as well-established as any moral duties could be. But the
very existence of “positive” duties to render aid is controversial, and even among those who
concede their existence the nature and extent of such duties is disputed. A critical concern about
them is that once we admit duties to aid into the moral realm they threaten to take over and
invade our lives: it is hard to draw a line that will prevent them from becoming relentlessly
demanding. When we think of all the people in the world who lack basic necessities, and how
much the reasonably affluent could do to help them, the slippery slope looms before us. Peter
Singer made it clear in “Famine, Affluence, and Morality,” if it had not been clear before,
arguing for what seemed to many like inhumanly demanding duties of the rich to aid the poor.1
But Singer was not alone, and his essay would not have produced the effect it did had it not
tapped into deep concerns—on the one hand, about the extent of our responsibilities to relieve
poverty and suffering; on the other, about the intrusive consequences of admitting such
responsibilities for our ability to live our daily lives as we see fit.
Both common sense (of which we have, of course, reason to be deeply suspicious) as
well as certain philosophical approaches tell us that a reasonable morality cannot require us to
make very large sacrifices to our own well-being—that such requirements impermissibly
infringe our autonomy and our ability to live our lives as our lives. This critique has commonly
formed part of an attack on utilitarianism and consequentialism, but it exerts influence
independently of these moral theories. Now one thing that gives this position—what Liam
Murphy has called “the over-demandingness objection” to duties of aid or beneficence2—its
persuasive power is the implicit contrast with our “negative” duties not to harm people. Although
we have at most limited or imperfect duties to aid people, the argument goes, we have strict or
perfect duties not to harm them. And one thing that gives this position its persuasive power is the
suggestion that not harming people is for the most part straightforward and easy. Don’t kill
people, don’t rape them, don’t attack them, don’t rob them: if you follow these simple and
indisputable rules you are doing what you ought to do and cannot be faulted; at least you have
fulfilled your obligations.

Yet sometime over the last few decades, something changed. We see—or, in many cases,
others inform us in no uncertain terms—that our most humdrum activities may harm people in
myriad ways we have never thought about before. And because these activities are seamlessly
woven into our normal routines, ceasing to engage in these “New Harms” is not at all easy—not
simply a matter of refraining from things we never would have dreamed of doing in the first
place, like killing and raping and robbing. Not harming people turns out to be difficult, and to
require our undivided attention.
The moral contrast between not harming people and helping them may once have been
sharp, but no longer is. Although on some views minding your own business is all a person is
morally required to do, even this apparently modest injunction now turns out to be almost
impossible. Over the last few decades, but especially in the last few years—with economic,
environmental, and electronic globalization rapidly increasing; near-consensus about the threat
of severe climate change, whose effects will be felt most harshly by the world’s poorest people;
knowledge that the provenance of products we use every day is compromised in a variety of
ways; and, finally, the growing impossibility of avoiding awareness of these phenomena—we
have learned how our ordinary habits and conduct contribute to harming other people near and
far, now and in the future. The model of harm underlying the classic formulation of the harm
principle—discrete, individual actions with observable and measurable consequences for
particular individuals—no longer suffices to explain the ways our behavior impinges on the
interests of other people.
Turn off the lights. Use compact fluorescent bulbs (even if they produce an ugly glare).
Drive a small, fuel-efficient car. Drive less. Take public transportation. Don’t fly unless you
really need to (no more trips to international conferences, no more exotic vacations). Turn down
the thermostat in winter. Turn off the air-conditioning in summer. Make sure your appliances are
energy-efficient. Take cooler showers. Eat local (except sometimes; find out when3). Don’t eat
factory-farmed meat; leaving aside harm to animals, producing it is not energy-efficient. Don’t
buy Chilean sea bass, or salmon, or… (fill in the blank, depending on which sea food is
overfished at any given time4). Don’t drink bottled water—the energy costs of producing and
transporting it are wasteful (leaving aside that only 14 percent of bottles are recycled). Don’t use
plastic bags (not paper bags either!).5 Recycle. Compost. Don’t use chemical fertilizers on your
lawn; better still, get rid of your lawn.6 In this new world in which we find ourselves, “each bite
we eat, each item we discard, each e-mail message we send, and each purchase we make entails a
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conversion of fossil-fuel carbon to carbon dioxide,” with possible deleterious consequences for
others and for the globe.7
Apart from the environmental consequences of our actions, which disproportionately
affect poor people, other kinds of harms also loom. Don’t buy clothing made in sweatshops.
(Find out which those are.) Was your oriental rug knotted by eight-year-olds? (Find out.) Do you
own stock in a company that exploits its workers? (Find out.) Is the coltan in your cell phone
fueling wars in the Congo? Leif Wenar explains how western consumers may “buy stolen goods
when they buy gasoline and magazines, clothing and cosmetics, cell phones and laptops, perfume
and jewelry.”8 These harms result from flaws in the international system of global commerce,
which allows corrupt dictators in resource-rich countries to profit hugely at the expense of their
impoverished citizens.
Every bite we eat! Every purchase we make! To not do these things, to know what not to
do, to know what to do instead, can encroach on our autonomy at least as oppressively any duties
of aid or beneficence. Thomas Pogge conceives of “human rights narrowly as imposing only
negative duties,” in order to keep his argument for human rights “widely acceptable.”9 His
rejection of positive rights as elements of human rights may seem surprising; one might think a
progressive, humanistic philosophy of human rights would embrace protecting the vulnerable
even when it is not our fault they are vulnerable. Leaving that issue aside, however, the question
is why negative duties have been seen as more “acceptable” than positive duties, and whether
they will remain so once central features of the New Harms are properly understood.
My aim in this paper is to answer these questions. What accounts for the difference in our
attitudes toward would-be negative and positive duties?10 How should changes, resulting from
globalization, in the way we do affect distant people (for the worse) or can affect them (for the
better) alter these attitudes? The next section examines psychological responses and attitudes
related to our capacity for acting, or omitting to act, in the world. The sections following
examine apparent differences or asymmetries between would-be negative and positive duties.
Some of these differences suggest that negative duties are more stringent than positive, but at
least one suggests the opposite. Altogether, the conclusions are complicated. I draw some in the
last two sections.
Causality and psychology
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Central to the classical picture of harm on which the primacy of negative duties depends
is “the idea that individuals are primarily responsible for the harm which their actions are
sufficient to produce without the intervention of others or of extraordinary natural events…”11
Two elements are important. One is that an individual’s action is sufficient, without the acts or
interventions of other people, to cause harm.12 The other is that the harmful effects a person’s
action produces are generally near and immediate. My fist comes into contact with your nose
(and breaks it); my car runs you over (and crushes your leg).
This causal picture less accurately reflects the mode of individual agency increasingly
prevalent in the world today than it does to classic torts, for example. In the cases I am concerned
with here—what I call the New Harms—no individual’s action is the cause of harm; it would be
more accurate to say that an individual’s action makes a causal contribution to an overall effect
that may be very large and significant. Samuel Scheffler has described concomitant changes in
what he calls the phenomenology of agency that apply to these kinds of casess. Individuals may
not be aware of the contribution their act makes, they have little or no control over the larger
processes, it is difficult to get information about these processes, and equally difficult to avoid
participating in them.13 Psychologically or phenomenologically, “[t]he primacy of near effects
over remote effects means that we tend to experience our causal influence as inversely related to
spatial and temporal distance.”14 Our immediate influence on our surroundings seems real to us
in a way that our remoter effects do not. And since New Harms produce no palpable, immediate,
visible effects of a person’s individual actions, one is likely to feel no regret, no guilt, no shame,
and no drive to act differently.
These psychological states—or perhaps we should say the absence of them—resemble
our mindsets when we do not aid those whom we could aid. As Scheffler puts it, “we experience
our omissions as omissions only in special contexts.”15 If I fail to jump into the pond to save the
drowning child before me, or if I do not intervene when I witness a mugging on the subway, I am
likely to “experience” the omission. But I will not ordinarily experience my failure to aid
starving children a half a world away as an omission, much less as a failure. Ordinarily, I will
have no experience.
Lacking the relevant psychological states, people do not “feel” they are doing anything
wrong when they contribute to the production of New Harms, just as they do not feel guilty when
they fail to aid the distant poor; changing behavior is correspondingly more difficult. I return to
these points toward the end of the paper.
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The Moral Priority of Avoiding Harm Over Helping
It is widely believed that duties not to harm are more stringent than duties to aid. One
basis for this belief is that one who harms another makes that person worse off than she would
have been had the agent not done what he did, while one who fails to aid does not make someone
worse off in this way. In light of this difference, some assert a kind of existential claim: you are
liable for making the world worse than it would have been had you not acted—more
dramatically, had you never been born—in a way you are not liable for failing to making the
world better. Something like this point seems to underlies the view that, as Scheffler puts it,
“individuals have a special responsibility for what they themselves do, as opposed to what they
merely fail to prevent.”16 This outlook comes in various strengths: in the strongest version, you
have no responsibility for not making the world better; in weaker versions, you are responsible,
but not to the same degree as if you had made someone worse off. A view of this kind is central
to Robert Nozick’s claim that the state may prohibit people from harming others, but may not
require them to aid others.17
There is much room for disagreement about this fundamental existential claim, especially
in its strongest forms: that people are not morally required to aid others, or that the state may
never force them to do so.18 Yet one version of the asymmetry claim seems difficult to deny.
Having harmed a person always provides a reason to rectify her plight over and above any other
reasons one has. Thus, imagine the proverbial drowning child in the pond. Most people agree
that the bystander ought to wade in to save the child. Yet few would deny that the reason to
intervene intensifies if the bystander is no mere bystander but has pushed the child into the
water. Even if the act is not intentional but accidental, we are strongly inclined to think the agent
is more responsible for reparation than the innocent bystander. And it is not unusual for a person
to feel guilty for having harmed another even if her behavior is faultless.
In one sense at least, then, it seems incontrovertible that harming is worse than not
aiding—or, in other words, that negative duties are more stringent than positive. However strong
the reasons to alleviate a person’s suffering, a person has an additional reason to do so if she has
had some role in bringing that suffering about. Thus, other things being equal, duties not to harm
are more stringent than duties to aid—they provide a further reason to act over and above any
one might have in the absence of having contributed to the harm.
But nothing in this argument tells us how much stronger negative duties are than positive
duties. True, having reasons x and y for acting provides more push than having reason x alone.
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But if x is itself a very strong reason, then y may not add much additional force to it. It begs the
question to assume that reasons for helping (x) are weak relative to reasons for not harming (y).

The Efficacy of Actions Near and at a Distance
For most of human history it was probably difficult either to harm or to help people far
from one’s community.19 No doubt a story can be (and probably has been) told about the
evolutionary and social repercussions of this fact. Things began to change significantly with the
advent of global trade and colonialism, which increased human interaction and brought products
from faraway places. With it came a growing awareness of the effects of seemingly innocent
actions on distant people. For example, starting in the early 1790s more than 300,000 English
people (out of a total population of only eight million) participated in a sugar boycott in an effort
to abolish the slave trade.20 So neither the New Harms, nor awareness of them, are entirely new.
Still, they exist today on an unprecedented scale. And it might be thought that,
considering the matter in terms of an individual’s power to make a difference in the world, there
is an asymmetry here between would-be negative and positive duties, one that tells in favor of
fulfilling positive duties to aid over negative duties not to harm. It might be argued that the
effects of an individual alone refraining from the New Harms are negligible or nil, while on the
other hand she could through her aid single-handedly make a significant difference to someone’s
well-being. If this argument is right, then, other things being equal, an individual might have
more reason to give aid—to fulfill a would-be positive duty—than to fulfill a negative duty by
avoiding participation in a New Harm.
The reasoning underlying the argument is as follows. For a given unit of effort or money,
a person can be more certain that her aid (say $100 sent to Oxfam) will help someone than she
can be sure that the equivalent amount (for example, $100 saved in carbon emissions) will avoid
harm. So, other things being equal, she has more reason to give aid than to reduce use of fossil
fuels. If this argument is sound, then perhaps we are not burdened to consider what we buy, eat,
or otherwise consume in the way I suggested at the beginning of this paper. For, it might be said,
people do not have duties to refrain from engaging in harmful practices unless doing so would
make a difference to the outcome. And acting alone, individuals do not have good reason to think
they can make a difference.
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To appreciate the force of this objection, we must explore two possible lines of argument.
The first, taken up in the remainder of this section, explores the causal claim that in fact
individual attempts to aid in such cases are more efficacious than individual attempts to avoid
harm. The second, explored in the next section, asks whether making a difference to the outcome
is the only relevant consideration. It examines the rejoinder that it is wrong to participate in
harmful activities irrespective of whether one’s own conduct makes a difference.
Do I—living in a safe American suburb far from the frontlines of global poverty—have
more reason to give $100 to Oxfam or Doctors Without Borders than I do to cut my carbon
emissions by $100 or to refrain from buying $100 worth of products made in sweatshops—on
the grounds that the former acts are more likely to make a difference than the latter?21
Answering this question requires facts both about the efficacy of aid and the efficacy of
refraining from harm, neither of which is easy to come by. Begin with the question of the
efficacy of my aid dollars. In recent years, critics—including many former insiders in the world
of international aid—have challenged the effectiveness of humanitarian assistance, in the form
both of disaster relief and long-term efforts to improve well-being among the world’s poorest
people. The titles of their books speak for themselves: The Road to Hell, Lords of Poverty,
Famine Crimes, Condemned to Repeat?, Aid as Obstacle, The Dark Sides of Virtue, The White
Man’s Burden.22 As Garrett Cullity explains, the central charge is that large-scale aid programs
“damage the local economy and pauperize the ‘target population’. …The effect is to create aiddependent economies in which the task of developing economic self-sufficiency has been made
much harder than it was before.”23 Aid programs can disrupt traditional institutions, undermine
incentives to work, erode recipients’ self-respect, and encourage corruption by local
governments. According to some critics these problems plague not only institutions like the
World Bank and the International Monetary Fund, but also NGOs like Oxfam and Save the
Children. Michael Maren, one of aid’s harshest critics, claims that such organizations prey on the
pity of donors and spend an inordinate amount of time and money jockeying with competing
organizations for position and media attention, while their young and privileged employees live
high on the hog amid the poverty they are supposedly there to fix.24
Despite these allegations, throwing up our hands and concluding that we can do nothing
to improve conditions of poverty, disease, and ignorance is not justified. Most of aid’s detractors
have proposals for alleviating world poverty, even while they are harshly critical of many
existing approaches. Other dedicated groups and individuals—Nobel-Prize winning
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microfinance guru Mohammed Yunus and New York Times columnist Nicholas Kristof have
received much attention recently—have advanced our understanding and disseminated ideas
about effective approaches. Contributions that support vaccination programs protecting people
against dread diseases, for example, can hardly fail to do good. To do more than assuage our
consciences with mere gestures, we will have to work to figure out how to invest our resources,
and we must realize that as single individuals our contributions, even if generous, will be
limited.25 But clearly there are effective ways to help.
What about refraining from contributing to harm? It may seem that the probability of
making a difference is less than in the case of individual aid. If I am careful in how I allocate my
donations it seems probable that I can actually help a small number of people, but it is hard to
imagine that my solitary refusal to use plastic grocery bags will make any contribution to
slowing climate change or that my refraining from buying sweatshop-made clothes will alleviate
worker exploitation even a little bit.
But is this right? We have reason to distrust the intuition that our behavior, because it
constitutes only a tiny fraction of the whole effect, makes no difference. In the first place, since
aggregate effects are a function of individual actions (carried out within a framework of
institutions and policies), it would seem that tiny individual changes will have at least tiny effects
on the outcome.26 Moreover, people bring about change in other ways than by direct reductions
in harm. Driving a fuel-efficient car or carrying reusable bags to the supermarket are publicly
visible acts; through them a person can set an example or fuel a trend that others may imitate,
whether out of conviction or conformity. The power of fashion, the desire for approval and
avoidance of shame, pride in living up to one’s principles, the effects of “tipping points”—via
such psychological and social processes actions with negligible direct effects can nevertheless
produce widespread changes in behavior over the longer run. And the belief that one’s own
conduct makes a difference is a potent and probably adaptive human trait.
This discussion is inconclusive, because the facts needed to resolve it are hard to come
by. It seems likely that, per unit of human effort (measured in dollars, or some other way), we are
more likely to make a difference by giving aid than we are by refraining from contributing to
harm. But we cannot be sure.
It is difficult to entirely bracket the efficacy question, especially when we include indirect
effects of our behavior such as setting an example or fueling a trend. Yet beyond any direct or
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indirect material effects a person’s actions may have, there are other reasons to refrain from
participating in harmful activities.
What difference does making a difference make?
In reflecting on such reasons it appears that the harmful activities we are mainly
concerned with divide into two categories. One includes the kinds of environmental harms
epitomized by the threat of climate change. Such harms are essentially aggregative: there is
nothing intrinsically harmful to the environment or other people in burning fossil fuels; the
harms depend on the joint effects of many people’s actions. By contrast, other kinds of harms—
buying products whose manufacture exploits workers or that deprive owners of their rightful
property—involve actions that, we might say, are mala in se. Although the commercial practices
under scrutiny would not exist without the participation of large numbers of people, each
individual act of theft or exploitation exhibits a wrong-making quality.
The distinction between essentially aggregative and malum in se harms affects the moral
reasons to refrain from participation in harmful activities. Consider a person who chooses not to
eat meat because he believes killing animals is morally wrong.27 I think most people would
agree that his choice is appropriate, even if his conduct does not significantly affect the lives and
well-being of any animals, and irrespective of whether other people eat meat or not. Although I
have no control over what other people do, the agent may say, I can at least control what I do;
and I choose not to contribute to these wrongs. This reasoning might be applied both to malum in
se and aggregative harms, but intuitively at least it seems to hold more sway in the former case,
where what we do is intrinsically wrong-making.
The decision to refrain from complicit acts in the case of aggregative harms arises from
different reasoning. An agent employing the Categorical Imperative will perform only those
actions she would be willing to allow everyone to perform. Since allowing everyone to consume
energy at the rate consumed by the average American leads to disaster, she concludes that it is
unfair for her to consume at that rate. The vegetarian’s decision not to eat meat, by contrast, is
not dependent in this way on fairness.
Recall that the point of this discussion was to consider a possible asymmetry between
negative and positive duties. The objection can be put in the form of an argument:
1. In the kinds of cases we are considering, an individual acting alone can be more certain
that her aid will be effective than that her refraining from harm will be effective.
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2. Therefore, per unit of effort (measured in dollars or some other way), an individual has
more reason to give aid than to refrain from harming.
3. Therefore, from the point of view of efficacy, duties to refrain from contributing to the
New Harms are weaker than duties to give aid.
4. And, in absolute terms, since refraining from harm is not effective in these cases, the
duty to avoid harm is weak or nonexistent.
My first response to this argument was to examine the empirical claim in the first step.
But the claim may well be correct. The second response is to ask whether causal efficacy in
bringing about a desired result is the sole criterion by which to judge whether one ought to
refrain from participating in harmful activities. Another moral reason one might give is the
importance of doing the right thing, irrespective of its effectiveness. In the case of aggregative
harms, doing the right thing involves an appeal to the unfairness of acting inconsistently with
how one thinks others ought to act.
We possess rich linguistic resources to describe what is objectionable about such conduct
apart from its direct effects. We talk about the expressive or symbolic meaning of a person’s
conduct, about personal integrity, or about “participating in” or being “complicit” in harmful
activities. Yet these approaches—all of which bypass questions of efficacy—raise further
questions about the distinction between negative and positive duties.
Positive and negative integrity?
The assertion that one should do the right thing, even if it has no effect in the world,
might appear to require support. The question was famously discussed by Bernard Williams in
“A Critique of Utilitarianism.”28 Williams offers two examples in which a person confronts the
choice about whether to perform a harmful action; if he does not, someone else will do it instead,
or worse. I shall focus on the first of Williams’s examples, which bears more closely on the cases
of interest here. George, a new chemistry Ph.D., is offered a job working in a lab that does
research in chemical and biological warfare. George opposes chemical and biological warfare,
but he needs a job (and jobs are hard to come by in his field), and he knows that if he refuses the
position someone else will take it instead.29 Utilitarians, Williams charges, conclude that George
may take the position; they wrongly fail to consider the idea “that each of us is specially
responsible for what he does, rather than for what other people do. This is an idea closely
connected to the value of integrity.”30
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In this case, as with the New Harms, the actions George would engage in are linked only
indirectly—via the acts and interventions of many other people, as well as other causal
processes—to harmful consequences. Of course, the link is more direct in Williams’s example:
whereas George’s research could and would be carried out by some other people (just how many
it may be difficult to say, but probably no more than hundreds or a few thousand at most), the
harmful consequences of buying goods made by exploited workers or using plastic bags involve
hundreds of thousands or even millions of people. And the typical consumer is less responsible
for the ensuing harms than George is; the sweatshop owner and/or the authority setting labor
standards bear more responsibility for bad labor practices than the buyer.31 Partly as a result of
such differences, the harm done by any one individual in the cases of New Harms is smaller than
that done by any single person in the Williams’s case; correspondingly, less blameworthiness
attaches to the former than the latter. But Williams’s central point nevertheless applies, and helps
explain the intuition that one ought to refrain from doing harm even if one’s behavior makes no
difference to the outcome: I am especially responsible for what I do, not what others do.
Yet in his interpretation of this dilemma Williams makes a deep and powerful
assumption. In being responsible for what I do, am I also responsible for what I do not do?
Williams thinks not; in attacking consequentialism, he draws a sharp line between those things
“that I allow or fail to prevent” and those things “that I myself, in the more everyday restricted
sense, bring about.”32 It follows that—according to commonsense moral thought, in Scheffler’s
phrase—my duty to avoid harmful activities is stronger than my duty to engage in the equivalent
quantity of “helpful” activities, and that negative duties “constitute a greater constraint on one’s
pursuit of one’s own goals, projects, and commitments” than do positive duties.”33 The
metaphor of the carbon footprint is apt: do not leave the earth worse than you found it, even if
you do not leave it better.
Now one might object to this interpretation of our responsibilities, biased as it is in favor
of negative duties, without embracing consequentialism. A concern with integrity, or with the
expressive function of one’s conduct, need not exclude responsibilities to make the world better.
But to avoid falling down the slippery slope—so that we are responsible for everything we fail to
(try to) prevent—it is necessary to draw a line between those things we ought to try to prevent
and others for which we are not responsible or less responsible. There are a variety of ways one
might draw this line, each with its own strengths and weaknesses.
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One plausible approach would treat negative and positive duties analogously. A natural
way to understand the extent of our negative duties is to say that we should do our share of
harm-avoidance. Ideally, I should not buy products that involve the exploitation of workers or
the theft of others’ rightful property; if I refrain from these activities, I am doing my share by not
contributing to the harmful consequences that ensue from such behavior. In the case of climate
change, one might argue that, for example, an American citizen should reduce his carbon
footprint to the amount that, when multiplied by the population of the United States, would be
sustainable. An analogous account might be offered in the positive case: we are not duty-bound
to do everything we could do to help those in need, only our fair share, understood perhaps as the
amount that, when multiplied by the population of the U.S. (or whatever unit is appropriate),
would appropriately relieve need.34 Thinking in terms of integrity, participation, complicity, and
the like, a person might say: “I am not responsible for how others live their lives, only for how I
live mine. And I think it would be unconscionable not to give away ten percent of my income.”35
A concern with integrity, then, need not ignore our positive responsibilities—it need not draw a
sharp line between what we bring about directly and what we allow or fail to prevent.
It’s worth noting that a criticism of duties to aid often made in this context applies as well
to this understanding of the extent of our duties not to harm. It is sometimes said that, since many
people will not do their fair share in giving aid, I ought to do more. And this kind of reasoning
again raises the specter of the slippery slope toward onerous duties. Similarly, it might be said
that since many people will not reduce their harmful behavior as much as they should (if at all),
to compensate I ought to reduce mine even more than “my share.”
I shall not try to resolve this question here, except to say that there is no reason why the
negative and positive cases should not be treated analogously.

Demandingness
Let me summarize the conclusions reached so far. I examined three possible asymmetries
between negative and positive duties. First was the idea that not harming takes priority over
helping. I argued that this is nearly a tautological truth, since in any case where suffering ought
to be alleviated, one who has contributed to causing the suffering has an additional reason to
alleviate it over one who has not so contributed. But having an additional reason does not imply
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that one who has not contributed to the harm has no reason, nor does it settle how strong that
reason is.
Second was the question of the relative efficacy of avoiding harm or giving aid in the
kinds of contemporary global cases we are interested in. Ironically, despite the voluminous
critiques of aid, it seems plausible that a solitary individual can make more of a difference by
giving aid than she can by avoiding participation in harmful activities.
Third, the argument from integrity, as one might call it, which appeals to moral factors
apart from effectiveness as a basis of responsibility, has traditionally contained a bias in favor of
harm-avoidance rather than aid-giving. This is no doubt connected with the first asymmetry. But
it is possible to counter the bias by conceiving of both what one may not do (harm) and what one
ought to do (aid) in terms of a fair share. (There might be other ways of countering the bias as
well.)
The upshot is something of a draw. The first point makes negative duties stronger, the
second appears to give the edge to positive duties, the third results in a tie.36
The final asymmetry I wish to examine distinguishes negative from positive duties in
terms of their demandingness. It happens that the classic harms negative duties prohibit—killing,
robbing, raping, and the like—are in an important sense easy to avoid for most people. In any
case they raise no line-drawing or slippery slope problems. (You mean I have to avoid killing
this person and that person and the other person, and all the other people too?) Positive duties
have such problems built in. How much of my money, time, effort must I expend to help all
those in the world who suffer greatly and could benefit from my help? There is no simple
answer.
The question arises whether their relative undemandingness is part of the reason only
negative duties have been thought strict or perfect—whether, in other words, the extent of an
agent’s duty, negative or positive, is partly a function of the costs of compliance with the duty.
At first sight the answer appears to be no. Most people would agree that a cost of $10,000 lessens
Emma’s responsibility to aid the homeless. But even if James will lose $10,000 if he does not
kill his uncle, we do not think this weakens his duty not to kill his uncle.
How, then, is demandingness relevant to duty? One could hold that rightness and
wrongness are determined independently of costs to the agent, and that a person’s
blameworthiness should not take into account costs of compliance. I know of no one today who
endorses such an unforgiving view. A more moderate approach, advanced recently by Robert
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Goodin, would accept the independence of rightness and wrongness from considerations of cost,
but figure the costs of compliance into blameworthiness.37 At the other end of the spectrum is the
view that rightness and wrongness are a function of costs to the agent, among other things.
Richard Arneson takes an intermediate position, arguing that rightness and wrongness are
independent of cost but that moral obligation or duty—which he equates with liability to
punishment and which is therefore also tied to blameworthiness—depends on judgments of cost
and sacrifice.38
These are complex questions I cannot fully resolve here. But whether demandingness
figures into moral rightness or only into all-things-considered judgments of praise and blame,
reward and punishment, is, I believe, ultimately not important; it’s a distinction with only a
theoretical difference. Here are some reasons why.
First, even in the classic cases of immediate physical harm, we do in fact acknowledge
considerations of cost as relevant to determining what it is reasonable to expect the agent to do or
refrain from doing—and this latter is perhaps the core notion of duty. If someone threatens to
harm me unless I rob a bank, or if I steal to feed my hungry children, I have an excuse, a
mitigating circumstance that lessens my guilt even if it does not wholly exonerate me.
Second, murder and mayhem may in fact mislead us about the relevance of
demandingness to determining duty. With other kinds of harms (usually unintentional) such as
those treated in tort law, cost to the agent enters directly. The Hand Test, crafted by Judge
Learned Hand in U.S. v. Carroll Towing Co., established the rule that the agent is liable for
damage only when the burden of taking adequate precautions to prevent it is less than the
probability times the gravity of the harm to the victim.39 These kinds of cases might be a useful
model for understanding duties arising from the New Harms.40
Third, the classic harms reflect the fact that for most of human history, a person could
harm only those at close range. We may speculate that, as a result, humans evolved to feel
revulsion at the thought of such acts—whether their own or others’. But revulsion did not extend
to the New Harms, which came into existence on a grand scale only recently.41 Absence of
revulsion in these cases resembles our lack of distress at the suffering of distant people whom we
do not aid.
Finally, the suggestion that our responsibilities can be parsed into simple and determinate
duties is highly misleading at best. There is no plausible moral theory that can decide, or any
other credible way of determining, what a person is morally obligated to do, or refrain from
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doing, with any kind of precision. Whatever view one takes of the relevance of demandingness
to determining abstract rightness or wrongness, or personal duty, every plausible theory finds a
way to justify, excuse, mitigate, or mute criticism of the conduct of those who fall short as a
result of morality’s demands—and this is, in effect, a way of taking back with one hand what one
has offered with the other. A theory that directly incorporates demandingness denies that those
who fail to do or refrain from doing what is overly demanding have done wrong. A
consequentialist theory that identifies wrongness with any action short of the optimific will claim
that those who have not done the optimific act have strictly speaking done wrong,42 but it may
deny that they should be punished, or even that they have violated their duties (as Arneson does).
Another strategy bypasses the question of whether such people have done wrong or violated their
duties but notes that in any case the language of duty and obligation can be useless or even
counterproductive when the duties alleged far outstrip ordinary people’s motivations to comply
with them.43 The question from this point of view is just where we should set the bar: not so high
that it discourages people from taking morality seriously because they feel they have no hope of
meeting its demands, not so low that it makes no significant demands and thus defeats a (perhaps
the) central purpose of having a morality—to motivate people to behave better than they would
in the absence of its dictates.44
These and earlier considerations support the conclusion that, whatever answer we settle
on with respect to the relevance to duty of demandingness per se, negative and positive duties
should in this respect be symmetrical. If costs to the agent count, they should count in
determining both negative and positive duties; if costs do not count, they should count in
determining neither.
Making it easier to do the right thing
If my argument is right, would-be negative duties—duties not to harm—are more
demanding than has usually been thought, and in this respect resemble would-be positive duties
to render aid. That, of course, does not settle the question of just how demanding they are and
where to set the bar of moral obligation. As I have just explained, I do not think this question has
a demonstrable answer.
Moreover, we have competing ethical interests that pull in opposite directions when we
try to set the bar. One interest is in developing human character, and judging it. For this purpose
the demandingness of morality is an aid, not a drawback, helping to separate the wheat from the
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chaff: we want to set the standard well above the norm, in the hope of persuading people to excel
and to single out the excellent. A different interest is the desire to alleviate human suffering. If
this is our aim, we have no reason to set the bar especially high; on the contrary, we want to
make it easier for people to do what is right, and should embrace whatever legitimate means are
at our disposal to render right action painless. Now in fact we care about both—human character
and the alleviation of suffering—and so we can find ourselves in conflict. When these aims
clash, I believe the latter should take priority. But I also believe that the conflict is more
theoretical than practical, because wherever we set the bar there will remain plenty of tests of
human character.
We have a practical moral interest, then, in making it less painful or costly for people to
alleviate others’ suffering, whether by refraining from participating in harmful activities or by
providing assistance to them. But for these purposes the concept of duty is a double-edged
sword. In its favor: we do not want people to think that their responsibilities toward achieving
the objective of reducing suffering (whether by refraining from harmful activities or by giving
aid) are merely optional, that altering their behavior is nice to do but perfectly all right not to do.
On the other hand, duty-talk, I fear, is dreary and old-fashioned, Victorian-sounding—and it’s
possible exhorting people to do their duty is not the best way to get them to do what they ought
to do. The truth about what works best is, of course, an empirical question.45
Equally important, much avoidable suffering in the world could be remedied without
great cost to those who would have to act or refrain from acting. To the extent that our aim is to
relieve suffering (rather than sort people into the good and the bad), we should take advantage of
this fact. A crucial condition of keeping the costs—whether material or psychic—to individuals
low is that they act, or refrain from acting, as part of a collective effort rather than as isolated
individuals.
Acting collectively diminishes costs for individuals in several ways. Suppose, for
example, a city prohibits the use of plastic bags in supermarkets and chain pharmacies, as San
Francisco recently did.46 The policy immediately relieves the individual of two kinds of effortful
action. We might call one the research cost: the time and effort required to learn whether a given
sort of activity is in fact harmful and ought to be avoided, and what conduct ought instead to take
its place. Given the complexity and uncertainty governing the effects of our everyday behavior in
the contemporary world, research costs—largely a matter of that most precious commodity,
time—can be daunting. The other cost is the exertion, or mindfulness, it takes to avoid or break a
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habit that may be convenient for one or another reason. When laws or policies take effect
requiring our compliance, research and mindfulness costs diminish. It may take time for people
to become habituated to the new—to remember, for example, to bring their bags to the
supermarket or to turn down the thermostat. But when change is required by law, policy, or even
social approval, individuals more easily alter their behavior.47 Changing the background
conditions against which people act—through law, public policy, and the changing behavior of
others—is an essential ingredient to lowering the costs for individuals to act. Altering what is
available—both in the material sense and in the psychological sense of being salient to
consciousness—changes both the social infrastructure and the psychological landscape.
It does so not only by reducing research and mindfulness costs. What and how people
consume signals information about their status and identity. What kind of car a person drives is
in our society perhaps the best example. If SUVs become unfashionable for environmental
reasons, then not having one does not relegate a person to the outer circles of those groups he
cares about; putting the point positively, if going green becomes trendy, that gives many people
an incentive to drive a fuel-efficient car.48
Acting collectively can also provide a sense of solidarity with one’s fellow citizens. And
it allows people to see their efforts successfully realized, providing satisfaction over and above
knowing they have (ineffectively) done the right thing or made a tiny difference. Collective
action takes the appropriate form, since the harms in question result from the aggregation of
many small individual acts occurring within established institutions and is best addressed
through coordinated behavior within reformed institutions.
“Negative” and “positive”
There is something paradoxical about the negative/positive duties controversy. On the
one hand, acceptance of the Moral Priority of Not Harming Over Aiding principle means that
once we recognize that we have harmed someone we feel bound to do something to compensate
for or alleviate the harm we have caused—more bound than if we had not harmed the person. At
the same time, accusations of harm often make people defensive (“It’s not my fault…”) and
inclined to dispute the allegation. On the other hand, absent the implication that someone else’s
suffering is our fault—the result of what we have done—we may feel less moral pressure to
alleviate suffering. But it is also possible that by not being put on the defensive we might act
more freely, perhaps out of a kind of noblesse oblige.49
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Moreover, despite the Moral Priority of Not Harming Over Aiding—according to which
there exists both a conceptual and a moral distinction between negative and positive duties—the
significance of the distinction is exaggerated, for several reasons. I have emphasized the point
that a good deal of the force of negative duties rests on their being easy to satisfy, and that this is
central to why they are seen, in Pogge’s words, as “widely acceptable.” As their onerousness is
recognized their acceptability is likely to decline; if it is not recognized (as, broadly speaking, it
has not been) the duties will be largely ignored, just as positive duties are ignored.
Eroding the distinction between negative and positive duties has a venerable history. In
Basic Rights, Henry Shue argues for the moral equivalence of certain basic moral rights—
security rights and subsistence rights.50 Shue shows that, although we have traditionally thought
of the first as “negative” and the second as “positive,” the duties that correlate with both types of
rights are both “negative” and “positive.” For this reason negative rights demand more than has
traditionally been thought, and positive rights may demand less.
Another point of vulnerability for the distinction concerns the baseline for determining
harm. To harm someone is to make him worse off. But worse off than what? We typically think:
worse off than he would have been had you not done what you did. In classic cases of harm, we
know what this means: if you had not run me over, my leg would not be broken. In the case of
complex events occurring over long periods, we cannot say what would have happened if a
different course had been taken. We do not know where people would have been in the absence
of colonialism, for example, because we do not know what would have happened in its stead.
When the baseline becomes impossible to establish, the very notion of harm and thus the idea of
a negative duty becomes muddy.
From the fact that not harming people can be as demanding as helping them—or more
so—some will conclude that our negative duties are less stringent than we have been in the habit
of supposing. That, I believe, is a mistake. It may turn out to be useful to deemphasize the
language of duty, but the breadth and depth of remediable suffering in the world leaves no room
for doubt about the need for significant changes in our habits and behavior. We need to refrain
from doing things we have been doing and to start doing things we have not been doing.
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